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A Note from the School Head: 

Maria Montessori often stated that the purpose of education is as a "preparation for life".  She advocated 
"bringing the world into the classroom".  The Practical Life curriculum offers a wide range of age-
appropriate skills to assist the child in developing concentration, independence, coordination, order, 
responsibility, a sense of community, and citizenship.   

Through the Maria Montessori's Cosmic Plan of Education, which guides the Elementary studies, children 
study the various and multiple contributions that inventors, innovators, statesmen, and leaders in numerous 
fields have made to the stream of civilization which makes up life as we know it today.  But Montessori goes 
one step further in asking each child the very serious question of, "What will YOUR contribution be?" 
thereby laying the initial foundation of each child's life's work.  

Parents sometimes ask about when they should move their child into the "real world" of traditional 
education.  Montessori IS the real world, as our goal is to fully prepare the child for life's joys and challenges 
in a manner that is congruent with contemporary society.  

Important Dates:  
 

 

November 27-December 1: 

Fifth Annual Toy Drive 

Accepting new and used toys 

 

November 28: 

Penguin Bookstore Sale  

Benefits 6th Year Costa Rica Trip 

1-5pm 

 

December 1:  

Sewickley Light Up Night 

Citgo Station Parking Lot 

7pm 

 

December 15:  

Last Day of School before  

Winter Break 

MCC in the community 

After the Thanksgiving Feast, 

UE students boxed up the extra 

food to donate to 412 Food Rescue 

Middle School students travelled 

to Fern Hollow to prepare their 

“almost famous” apple butter. 



 

 
Children’s House and All Day Montessori 

The Practical Life area is often the first love of a student new to Montessori.  These materials are a bridge 
from the life of the home to their new life in school. The foundational materials such as pouring, scooping, 
spooning, and tweezing encourage the highly valued executive function skills of concentration and 
independence.  Children also learn repetition, order, and coordination. As the children gain skill with the 
basic materials, they are able to use their practical life abilities in longer exercises such as flower arranging, 
polishing, and food preparation. Now the child can care for their community and their classmates by 
cleaning, beautifying, and preparing and sharing food. The students grow in their pride in a job well done. 
 
The importance of the Practical Life Area is visible in all the child’s later work. A child can read, write, and 
perform mathematical operations because they are able to focus, follow a process with logical and sequential 
steps, and to persist through a task from beginning to end. These are the skills built through their time in the 
Practical Life area.  

Children help to fold laundry, clean up after lunch, and tend to the plants in their classrooms.  Caring for 
the living things in our environment builds a child’s sense of importance and belonging.  

Making mashed potatoes has been a popular food 
preparation work as the children are able to prepare a 

child sized portion of a Thanksgiving favorite.  

Table scrubbing requires a child to follow a 
highly detailed sequence of steps. All is 

organized left to right as an indirect preparation 
for writing. Notice how organized and orderly 

his materials are laid out on the mat.  



Morning jobs include refilling our bird feeder and caring for 

the classroom plants 

 

Lower Elementary 

Practical life activities in the Montessori classroom are designed to give children the skills necessary to become 
independent adults.  In Lower Elementary, practical life builds on the many explicit and intentional lessons 
given in Children’s House.  Many of the tasks are rooted in our various classroom jobs that students rotate 
through to help maintain the environment.  Third Year students share the roles of community meeting leader, 
community meeting scribe, guest greeter, bird feeder, recycling manager, librarian, shelf organizer, and 
schedule organizer.   Second Years share the responsibilities of librarian, table cleaner, floor cleaner, paper shelf 
monitor, colored pencil monitor, and pencil sharpener.  First Years share the roles of big book librarian, plant 
waterer, and pencil sharpener cleaner.  Students, additionally, are responsible for managing their mailboxes, 
lockers, and the personal work spaces that they choose each day.   
 
In addition to the jobs that students carry out for practical life, Lower Elementary has a Practical Life shelf that 
currently includes works that practice sewing skills such as button sewing, embroidery, and hand stitching.       

LE children prepared all of the 

silverware for the Thanksgiving Feast 

First Year children created food labels 

for the Thanksgiving Feast 



 
 

Upper Elementary 
 

In the Second Plane of Development, our Practical 

Life Work is community oriented. One of the best 

examples of this is our Montessori Cafés. The 

students plan the meal to be served. They discuss 

the interests of the other children and consider the 

budget of the meal. Once a menu is decided upon 

and orders taken, we walk to Safran's, the local 

grocery store, to shop. When in the store, students 

look at the prices, find the better deals, and make 

decisions about how much to buy in order to serve 

everyone equally. The morning of café is for 

preparation - cutting fruit, portioning the meal, 

and assembling the surprise treat! Finally, we 

serve the meal, walking to each classroom and 

delivering lunch to all levels. Participating in café 

is one of the most exciting events of the UE year 

for the students to participate in and they get a 

small glimpse of what it is like to prepare a meal 

and to serve others!  



 

Middle School 

Preparation for adult life is a fundamental component of Maria Montessori’s Plan of Study and Work for 
adolescents. They are watching the adult guides in order to understand how to be an adult. In turn, the adult 
guides offer opportunities within the community that mimic those of the adult world. At the end of their 7th 
year, students apply and interview for management positions within the classroom. The managers are 
responsible for upkeep of the Chadwick House and Chadwick House garden, tracking the profits of the micro-
economy, setting budgets and editing the SMMS Fortnightly and Lit Maria, the student newspaper and literary 
magazine, respectively, and planning school-wide events.  
 
Three times a year, the Middle School students board at the Chadwick House for a week. The students are 
given a budget for their meals. They then plan, shop for, and cook the meals for the week. After each meal, the 
students must clean the kitchen. While away from home, the students must plan their time to be certain they 
complete all homework and meet their other community obligations.  

“For success in life depends in every case 
on self-confidence and the knowledge of 
one’s own capacity and many-sided 
powers of adaptation. The consciousness 
of knowing how to make oneself useful, 
how to help mankind in many ways, fills 
the soul with noble confidence, with 
almost religious dignity. The feeling of 
independence must be bound to the power 
to be self-sufficient, not a vague form of 
liberty deducted from the help afforded 
by the gratuitous benevolence of others.”  
 
-Dr. Maria Montessori, From Childhood 
to Adolescence, 64 

Students are painting individual tags for their organic 
teas, which were available for purchase at the Feast’s 

micro economy 

Making apple butter requires planning, 
measuring, multitasking, teamwork,  

and communication. 


